Abstract. The flow of heat in the scrape-off layer (SOL) region of ASDEX Upgrade is investigated and compared with simple modelling. Parallel heat transport is found to be consistent with electron heat conduction based on Spitzer-Härm conductivity. Cross-field heat transport is characterized using radial e-folding distances for power, temperature and plasma pressure, which are all found to vary weakly over a wide range of discharge conditions. Type I ELMs, also characterized, introduce a discreteness to the power flow into the SOL and carry approximately half of the power exhaust from the discharge. The divertor plates are effectively screened from the ELM energy, even in low-radiation discharges, suggesting enhanced radiation rates during ELMs.
Introduction
The most critical issue with respect to divertor operation in tokamak reactors, for example ITER [1] , is the transport of heat in the boundary region, and particularly, the scrape-off layer (SOL). For a given alpha-heating power, this determines the power density incident on divertor plate structures, or, alternatively, the required divertor radiation density in dissipative scenarios, such as those presently envisaged [1] . While other aspects of the divertor, for example helium exhaust, impurity production and retention, etc, will affect the reactor efficiency, the power density flowing to the plates has the potential to seriously jeopardize the machine hardware, possibly preventing continued operation.
There are a large number of outstanding and detailed issues related to the flow of power in the SOL of divertor tokamaks. In particular, an understanding, or at least characterization, of the processes which determine the parallel power e-folding distance in the SOL is required, i.e. λ P . We define λ P (as well as other characteristic widths) to be the value at the outside midplane. λ P is determined by the relative rates of cross-field transport into the SOL from the main plasma, compared with the parallel exhaust rate to the divertor. In the case of the (anomalous) cross-field transport, in this paper, we simply characterize the observed radial widths as directly determined by infrared (IR) thermography at the plates, and as inferred from measurements of the electron temperature and pressure e-folding widths upstream of the divertor, λ T and λ pr , respectively. The inferred values are derived using simple analytic models presented in sections 2 and 3. We discuss circumstances when λ P , as inferred at the plate, is not a good measure of the power width outside of the divertor (i.e. cases with high divertor radiation). In the case of the parallel transport of heat in the SOL, we quantitatively compare the observed behaviour with predictions based on Spitzer-Härm conductivity.
In H-mode discharges, in addition to the above, the power flow in the SOL is partly determined by small MHD events, edge localized modes (ELMs) [2] , which introduce a discreteness into the power exhaust, both for the cross-field transport and the parallel transport. We characterize the ELM transport of heat in type I ELMy discharges. The measurements presented here are taken from the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak.
Two-point model
At this point we introduce a simple one-dimensional (1D) model, often called the 'twopoint' model, based on parallel electron heat conduction and pressure balance, forms of which have been employed by numerous authors and are summarized in a recent review [3] . We briefly restate the basic results here, providing a framework for the experimental data presented later.
In this paper we concentrate on the first power e-folding distance, immediately adjacent to the last closed flux surface (LCFS), since this is the most critical of regions with respect to divertor power handling. We assume that the parallel exhaust of power from the SOL to the divertor is due to electron heat conduction. The parallel power density q is therefore governed by the heat conduction equation according to Spitzer-Härm [4] ,
where κ 0 is a constant and x is the distance along the field line (x = 0 at the stagnation point or upstream location, x = L at the plate). We assume that T i = T e . If equation (1) is integrated from the upstream location 'u' to the target plate 't', we arrive at,
where we have assumed that the parallel power is approximately constant over most of the length of the flux tube. This is approximately valid even in cases with high radiation on open surfaces, since such radiation tends to be localized near the divertor where densities are usually elevated. We consider here only the case of a cold divertor, i.e. where T u T t , and thus equation (2) becomes
One sees from equation (3) that the upstream temperature is independent of the divertor conditions and depends only weakly on the upstream power density q u and the connection length L. Also from (3), if one assumes an exponential radial dependence for q and T , the power e-folding distance λ P can be immediately related to the temperature e-folding distance λ T ,
Relation between pressure and power profiles
While it may seem intuitive that the radial profiles in the SOL of plasma pressure and parallel power flow may be related, the relationship is not immediately clear. In this section we derive an approximate relation between the two, based on balances between the source of power, i.e. parallel conduction along field lines, and the two possible sinks near the divertor, i.e. direct deposition on the divertor plate or volume radiative processes close by [3, 5] . First, we consider the case where radiation levels are low, pressure is conserved along each flux tube and most of the upstream parallel power reaches the divertor target plate, i.e. q u ≈ q t . The boundary condition at the target surface requires
where γ = 7 is the sheath transmission factor [6] , c St is the ion acoustic speed at the target and p u is the total upstream pressure (ion + electron), where we have taken into account a factor of two increase in static pressure at the upstream location over the target plate value [6] . For most conditions of interest, where T t T u , it turns out from modelling [5] and experimental results [7] that T t has only a weak dependence on radial location, and thus
is approximately constant with radius. Thus, we are left with an approximate relation, q u ∝ p u , i.e. the radial profiles of parallel power and plasma pressure should be approximately similar.
Next we consider the other extreme case, where no power reaches the plate and the upstream power flow is completely radiated near the divertor by impurities [3] . The volumetric loss of parallel power by impurity radiation (we neglect hydrogenic radiation) is given by
where c z is the impurity concentration, n is the plasma density and L z is the radiated power coefficient. Combining equations (1) and (6), integrating from the upstream point to the target plate and assuming T t T u we arrive at
We have assumed that radiation loss by impurities occurs upstream of the recycling region, and specifically upstream of the frictional zone, which would probably exist at very low plasma temperatures near the plate under highly radiative conditions. We assume that the impurity concentration c z and radiated power coefficient L z are constant along the flux tube. Finally, if we use equation (3) for T u , one arrives at q u ∝ p 14/11 u ≈ p u , the same approximate scaling as in the low radiation case. Thus, in both regimes the pressure and parallel power profiles should be approximately similar, i.e. λ P ≈ λ pr , where λ pr is the characteristic width of the pressure profile near the separatrix.
This conclusion is arrived at using several assumptions, some of them questionable, particularly the assumptions of constant c z and L z along field lines which lead to equation (7) . It is not implied that this simple derivation is rigorously adhered to. Instead, the pressure width λ pr is to be used simply as an 'indication' of the power width λ P , in cases where λ P cannot be directly measured by other means.
Experimental details
The ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG), figure 1 , is a single-null divertor machine, with graphite as the primary first-wall material and neutral beam injection (NBI) heating up to P NBI ≈ 10 MW [8] . The plasma boundary is extensively diagnosed. Specifically in this paper we use data from a moving 'in-vessel' Langmuir probe (IVP), which scans approximately 10 cm above the outer divertor plate providing plasma n e and T e profiles [9] , IR thermography at the plates giving the power density distribution q t [10] , high-resolution electron cyclotron emission (ECE) at the outside midplane for T u profiles [11] and a lithium beam, also at the outside midplane, for n u profiles [12] . In addition, Thomson scattering is used, which can either provide high-resolution profiles of n e and T e of the plasma boundary at the outside midplane or, alternatively, in the core region [13] . Although the spatial separation of the channels of the core Thomson system is relatively large, ≈2 cm, the measurement has relatively high spatial accuracy near the boundary owing to the expanded flux surfaces at the point of measurement, figure 1.
The use of ECE to diagnose the plasma boundary, and particularly the SOL, is relatively new. For the geometry and magnetic field of ASDEX Upgrade, an optical depth of τ = 3, needed for 95% black-body intensity with single pass absorption, requires n e × T e = 1.2 × 10 19 keV m −3 . However, it is found experimentally from comparison with Thomson scattering [14] that agreement to within 15% is obtained down to n e × T e = 3.0 × 10 18 keV m −3 . This is consistent with multiple pass absorption with a wall reflectivity of 65%, which has also been independently measured in the laboratory for the graphite tiles of ASDEX Upgrade. Only ECE edge data with n e × T e values above this are used in the present paper. Also, as discussed in [14] , under conditions of high heating power and high edge gradient of T e , in particular during some type I ELMy H-modes, nonthermal enhanced cyclotron radiation appears at the plasma boundary. This phenomenon leads to radiation temperatures exceeding the true electron temperature and therefore such conditions are excluded in these results. In general, good agreement is obtained between the various diagnostics, allowing for the ≈1 cm absolute positional uncertainty. One exception is the separatrix density as obtained with the core Thomson system, which is approximately a factor of two higher than the edge Thomson and the lithium beam, although good agreement with the edge Thomson is obtained in the case of T e . This discrepancy is ascribed to the difficulty of maintaining the absolute calibration of the Thomson scattering system when shifting the laser beam, the collection optics and the detection system between the edge and core measuring locations.
The parallel power profile, figure 2(D), is significantly narrower than the corresponding n e and T e profiles, i.e. λ P ≈ 5 mm compared with λ n ≈ 25 mm and λ T ≈ 13 mm, but is comparable to the pressure width λ pr ≈ 7 mm. These relative widths are consistent with the results of section 2, i.e. that parallel power flow is due to parallel electron heat conduction, the subject of the next section. 
Parallel electron heat conduction
According to equation (4) , if the parallel power flow to the divertor plate is conductionlimited and the conductivity is given by the Spitzer-Härm value [4] , i.e. equation (1), then the temperature width is simply related to the power width, i.e. λ T ≈ 3.5λ P . This has been experimentally tested under conditions of low divertor radiation for ohmic (deuterium), L-mode (hydrogen) and H-mode (deuterium, type I ELMs) discharges, where the power width can be directly measured with IR thermography at the outer divertor plate, figure 3. The upstream λ T is determined using ECE. An approximately constant ratio is obtained and is in reasonable agreement with the expectation, within the experimental error, which is estimated to be ±25%. Figure 4 illustrates the functional relation between the upstream temperature T u at the nominal separatrix, as measured by (core) Thomson scattering, and the parallel power density. Again, low-radiation (hydrogen) discharges are used so that q u ≈ q t , where q t is deduced from IR thermography at the outer plate. The line-average density was maintained fixed at n e = 5.0 × 10 19 m −3 , which gave a constant separatrix density of n u = 2.0 × 10 19 m −3 , from lithium beam measurements. The power density was varied using NBI heating. The absolute error in the separatrix location at the midplane is ≈1 cm, and thus, with the large radial temperature gradients in the region, the absolute error in the T u values is substantial (factor ≈2). However, the relative trends of the data are expected to be more accurate. In particular, the weak dependence of T u on the power density is consistent with equation (3), as illustrated in the figure, where L = 25 m has been used in this absolute calculation based on Spitzer-Härm [4] . The fact that large increases in parallel power q u can be accommodated by a relatively small increase in temperature, and at constant density n u , strongly suggests that parallel heat flux is determined by electron thermal conduction according to Spitzer-Härm conductivity.
These results, comparing the upstream conditions with the power at the plate, were obtained under low-radiation conditions. Unfortunately, similar comparisons at high radiation levels, for example at high discharge density or with neon puffing, are not appropriate since divertor radiation modifies the magnitude and distribution of power incident on the plate. Under such conditions, we have only the upstream measurements to deduce features of the cross-field heat transport.
Plate profiles versus upstream profiles
The effect of divertor radiation on the power distribution at the plate is illustrated in figure 5 for two ohmic discharges, one at low density (n e = 2.1 × 10 19 m −3 , attached) and one at high density (n e = 4.1 × 10 19 m −3 , detached). Figure 5 (A) gives the parallel power density distribution at the outer plate, as inferred from IR thermography. At low density, radiation processes are negligible and the upstream power density q u is preserved down to the plate. The resulting q t is highly peaked around the separatrix, having a characteristic width of λ P ≈ 4 mm, which is approximately consistent with the upstream T e profile, figure 5 (B), assuming that parallel power flow is determined by Spitzer-Härm electron conduction, i.e. the characteristic width of the T e profile is λ T ≈ 14 mm, roughly equal to 7/2λ P . (In this particular case, at low density, T u T t is not strictly satisfied and thus (2) applies rather than (3) . If this complete expression is used, then the drop in separatrix temperature T u at high density is consistent with constant q u and Spitzer-Härm conduction.)
At high density, the separatrix power at the plate is reduced significantly, with little change further out in the SOL. Similar observations have been made on most divertor tokamaks [3, [15] [16] [17] . The profile appears to broaden significantly, in contrast with the upstream T e profile, which shows no such broadening, figure 5(B) . The reduction of power near the separatrix appears to be balanced by impurity radiation processes in the divertor, as indicated by bolometer cameras, which preferentially favour regions close to the separatrix, particularly near the X-point region [18] . One possible explanation for this is the long connection length near the separatrix between the upstream power source and the divertor plate [3] . Thus, the evidence is consistent with no increase in λ P , yet a significant broadening of the power profile on the plate.
Additional evidence supporting this scenario is obtained with the moving Langmuir probe, which gives plasma profiles below the X-point, but just above the recycling region close to the plate as shown in figure 1. At this location the plasma pressure loss along field lines, which is typical near plates under detached conditions, is not found [19] . Figure 5(C) gives the electron pressure profile for the two densities, with similar characteristic widths (λ pr ≈ 5 mm), comparable to that of the power deduced from IR thermography in the lowdensity case. No broadening of the pressure profile at high density is observed, in contrast to the power measurement at the plate.
Dependence of λ T on discharge parameters
In this section we summarize the behaviour of the upstream λ T with respect to variations in P SOL and line-average density n e , with the plasma current and toroidal magnetic field held within limited ranges, i.e. 0.8 MA < I p < 1.0 MA and 2.0 T < B t < 2.5 T. P SOL is the power entering the SOL, approximately determined using P SOL = P tot − P rad, Xa , where P tot is the total input power and P rad, Xa is the radiated power above the X-point.
The behaviour can be summarized very succinctly. The temperature e-folding width, as measured by ECE, is virtually independent of P SOL and n e , and is simply described by λ T = 15 ± 5 mm. Figure 6 illustrates this for a series of discharges, including ohmic and L-mode density scans, and L-and H-mode power scans. Very similar results were Figure 6 . The temperature e-folding width λ T (mapped to the midplane) from ECE measurements under a range of conditions. obtained on ASDEX, with Thomson scattering [20] . In the case of the H-mode discharges, the profiles are averaged over ELMs, although profiles between ELMs differ little from the time-averaged profiles (see later). The approximately constant value for λ T is consistent with the approximately constant power width λ P = 4 ± 1 mm as determined from IR thermography in low-radiation discharges (see next section).
Dependence of λ P on discharge parameters
As with the temperature e-folding length, the power e-folding length λ P as deduced from IR thermography (in discharges with low levels of radiation) shows only a weak variation over a large range of P SOL and line-average density n e , again with the plasma current and toroidal magnetic field held within limited ranges, i.e. 0.8 MA < I p < 1.0 MA and 2.0 T < B t < 2.5 T. Figure 7 gives λ P as a function of the parallel power density q t at the outer plate (mapped to the outside midplane) for a number of ohmic, L-mode and H-mode (type I and type III ELMs) discharges, with P rad /P tot < 0.4. As expected from the above λ T measurements, the data is reasonably summarized by λ P = 4 ± 1 mm.
Within the present data set (figure 7), which consists of a collection of separate discharges obtained under a variety of machine conditions, no trend for λ P with discharge parameters can be identified. However, in dedicated power scans in H-mode (type I ELMy) discharges, a weak increase in λ P with P SOL is discernable, i.e. λ P ∝ P 1/2 SOL [21] . Similarly, a dependence on safety factor q 95 has been found [21] , which is not observable in the present data set due to the limited range of plasma currents and magnetic fields.
ELMs: time-resolved measurements
The H-mode boundary measurements presented above are averaged over ELMs, of either type I or type III. In this section we present ELM-resolved measurements (for type I ELMs only), which demonstrate that the time-averaged measurements are virtually identical to inter-ELM profiles. We use for these measurements the edge Thomson scattering system, which samples at a frequency of 120 Hz. Although this is not sufficiently fast to resolve a single ELM, using averaging over a long series of identical ELMs, as is typical with type I ELMs, time-resolved plasma profiles can be derived. A similar approach was used with The power e-folding width λ P (mapped to the midplane) from IR thermography measurements at the outer plate in low-radiation discharges.
earlier lithium beam measurements, which were compared and combined with fast ECE measurements to derive pressure profiles [22] . One advantage of Thomson scattering is that density and temperature are measured at the same time and location, thus eliminating errors associated with temporal or positional uncertainties that occur when the two quantities are combined. The resulting pressure profile is therefore more accurate. Figure 8 gives electron density, temperature and pressure profiles so determined for an H-mode discharge (7978) in deuterium with I p = 1.2 MA, B t = 2.5 T, n e = 7.5 × 10 19 m −3
and P NBI = 5.0 MW. The ELM frequency (type I) was ≈100 Hz and a 1 s period has been used for averaging. Also included are the parallel power density profiles as determined at the outer plate using IR thermography. Profiles during two time periods are given in figure 8 , both referenced with respect to the time at which the H α signal in the divertor rises rapidly. The first time period, 0 ms to 1 ms, integrates over the ELM instability, which according to magnetic measurements occurs for ≈300 µs. The second time period, 8 ms to 9 ms, represents the typical 'between-ELM' profile, which, as we will demonstrate, is very similar to the time-averaged profile. Immediately after the ELM event (0 ms to 1 ms), a quick flattening of the density and pressure profiles is seen, with a decrease in the main plasma and an increase further out in the SOL. The inversion radius for the profiles is the separatrix position, within experimental error. The broadening of the profiles disappears in a period ≈2 ms (not shown). Qualitatively similar results were observed in the earlier study [22] .
In the case of the T e and q t profiles, only a slight broadening is observed in the region in the SOL immediately adjacent to the separatrix. The close connection between the upstream temperature and the power at the plate, even during the ELM, is again consistent with electron heat conduction according to Spitzer-Härm. One should note that the parallel transit time for heat conduction is short, ≈100 µs, and thus the 1 ms effective integration time is not sufficiently fast to follow the heat pulse as it appears at the upstream location as an electron temperature pulse and at the plate as a surface temperature rise. This fast heat pulse is observable with both the ECE system at the midplane and the IR at the plate (not shown).
The pressure profile, figure 8(C), indicates a rapid reduction in the pressure gradient at the boundary immediately following the ELM, which builds again until the next ELM. This time evolution is shown perhaps more clearly in figure 9 , which gives the pressure gradient at r = a − 1 cm as a function of time during a single complete ELM cycle. For reference the divertor D α behaviour is also given. One can see that the gradient builds during the inter-ELM period to a limiting value, consistent with the ideal ballooning limit, until it collapses again [22] [23] [24] [25] . The ideal ballooning limit for electrons at this radial location from magnetics (and assuming T i = T e ) is dp e /dr ≈ −200 kPa m −1 , based on a simple calculation for idealized geometry [26] . The error in the calculation is estimated to be approximately a factor of two.
The 're-building' time for the pressure gradient is ≈2 ms, which is roughly the transit time for ions to move along and across field lines in the affected region. The 'redistribution' of particles is also apparent in the H α signal, figure 9(A), which settles to a quasi-stationary value within ≈2 ms, following the start of the ELM event.
From figure 9 (B) one can see there is little difference between the time-averaged and inter-ELM gradients. This illustrates the earlier claim that the time-averaged profiles are representative of the inter-ELM conditions.
Type I ELMs: power balance
In contrast to the situation in ohmic and L-mode discharges, where power enters the SOL as a continuous stream (at least for time scales greater than 1 ms), in H-mode discharges, power enters the SOL in part as a continuous stream, but is regularly interrupted by ELMs, which introduce a discreteness into the power exhaust. Figure 10 summarizes the ELM contribution to the energy flow for a low-radiation H-mode power scan in a single discharge (5583) with I p = 1.0 MA, B t = 2.5 T, n e = 7 × 10 19 m −3 and varying NBI power [23] . From fast MHD measurements the energy exhausted per ELM is E ELM ≈ 20 kJ, with a frequency f which increases in proportion to P SOL . The corresponding energies which appear at the plates are relatively small, ≈2 kJ at the outer plate and ≈5 kJ at the inner, from IR measurements. The remaining energy, ≈13 kJ, is assumed to appear as radiation during the ELM, but cannot be time resolved with the present bolometers on AUG. Fast spectroscopic measurements of impurity radiation are consistent with this hypothesis [27] . Figure 11 gives the overall power balance (in a time-averaged sense) for this power scan, assuming that the missing ELM energy appears as radiation and is thus incorporated into the (slow) bolometer signals. Four components are given in the figure, corresponding to power either deposited on the two target plates or radiated either during ELMs or between ELMs (inter-ELM). The ELM contributions are determined using P ≡ Ef .
In general, the input power is approximately accounted for to within an accuracy of ±20%, with little variation with total input power in the relative share of the individual components. Of the total power added to the discharge, approximately 40% leaves the discharge in a discrete manner during ELMs, with the remainder leaving in a continuous stream between ELMs.
In the case of the continuous power loss between ELMs, radiative losses are comparable to the power deposited directly on the divertor plates. This is not the case during ELMs, where the radiative loss dominates the target power (as noted above). In fact, the time-averaged ELM power reaching the divertor plates is the smallest component in the power balance in this relatively low-radiation discharge, comprising ≈12% of the total input power. Of this, the majority appears at the inner plate, figure 10 (B), with very little appearing at the outer plate. The low level of the ELM power at the outer plate is illustrated more clearly in figure 12 , which gives the spatial distribution of parallel power at the outer plate (mapped to the midplane) in between ELMs, and time averaged. Little difference is found between the two distributions, indicating that the dominant flow of power to the outer plate is the continuous stream between ELMs. Evidently, as mentioned above, radiation losses during the ELM shield the outer plate from most of the power exhausted from the main plasma during the discrete ELM event. The above results are consistent with a more extensive survey of ELMs on both ASDEX Upgrade and DIII-D [28] .
Discussion
The primary result of this study is that the power e-folding width shows only a weak variation with discharge conditions in ASDEX Upgrade, and can be summarized by λ P = 4 ± 1 mm.
(One should note that we refer here, as throughout the paper, only to the first power, temperature, pressure, etc, e-folding widths.) This includes ohmic, L-mode and H-mode discharges, as well as a range of discharge densities, heating powers, fuel gases and machine conditions. A limited range of plasma currents and magnetic fields was explored. (The effect of safety factor is explored in [21] .) In the case of H-mode discharges, this applies only to the time-average measurements, or equivalently inter-ELM conditions, since the profiles at the plates broaden somewhat during the ELM event itself, as shown in section 9.
In the case of discharges with high levels of divertor radiation, λ P can only be inferred from upstream T e and plasma pressure measurements. These correspondingly show e-folding distances which are consistent with λ P = 4±1 mm; that is, λ T = 15±5 mm and λ pr ≈ 5 mm. While neither λ T nor λ pr are direct measures of λ P , the simple modelling of sections 2 and 3 can be used to arrive at an approximate value.
The experimental evidence is consistent with parallel heat transport being determined by Spitzer-Härm electron heat conduction [4] . The evidence includes: (1) cases, where λ P and λ T can be independently measured, giving values which are consistent with λ P = 2/7λ T (equation (4)); (2) measurements of the functional dependence of the upstream temperature on parallel power density, which are close to the expected T u ∝ q 2/7 u (equation (3)). In H-mode discharges with type I ELMs, the continuous stream of power crossing the separatrix between ELMs is strongly increased during these regular MHD events. The formation of a stochastic boundary on a short time scale (≈300 µs) results in a rapid exhaust of the heat content of the outer regions of the normally confined plasma. This heat, once it reaches the SOL, is rapidly transported along field lines by electron heat conduction in a time ≈100 µs. The resulting broadening in the T e and q t profiles is minor ( figure 8 ). This is not the case for the density and pressure profiles, which broaden significantly and then evolve over a period of ≈2 ms, as is also reflected in the H α signal, figure 9 . This 'redistribution' time for the particles is expected based on the particle transit time across and along field lines in the affected region. This implies, since the (type I) ELM period is ≈10 ms in these discharges, that time-averaged profiles are similar to inter-ELM profiles. Figure 9 gives the electron pressure gradient as a function of time through one complete type I ELM cycle. One can see that the time-averaged gradient is close to the inter-ELM gradient. It is curious that the pressure gradient reaches its limiting value well before the onset of the next ELM (which occurs at t = 12 ms on this time scale), i.e. why does the next ELM not occur at t = 6 ms, when the electron pressure gradient has already reached its limiting value? Recalling that the ideal ballooning limit is related to total pressure gradient, one possible explanation is that the ion temperature profile (which is not measured) evolves over a longer time scale than the electron temperature profile. This highlights the need for ion temperature diagnostics with high spatial and temporal resolution.
Type I ELMs appear to exhaust an energy comparable to that flowing between ELMs. Nevertheless, the divertor plates are predominantly shielded from this ELM energy, particularly the outer divertor plate (see discharge 5583, figures [10] [11] [12] . This is true even in discharges with modest levels of total radiation in a time-averaged sense (i.e. P rad /P tot < 50%). At the present time it is not clear where this energy goes, although impurity radiation in the plasma periphery and divertor are the most likely candidates. One possible reason for the enhanced level of radiation for ELM-exhausted power (radiation fraction ≈70%), compared with inter-ELM power (radiation fraction ≈45%), is related to the rapid onset of the ELM itself. This exposes impurities ions in the plasma periphery and divertor to elevated electron temperatures for short periods. Under such conditions the radiation rate for low-Z impurities can be considerably enhanced above coronal equilibrium values and even the elevated levels already present in the boundary during quiescent periods [29] . Thus, even with similar impurity concentrations, the fraction of power radiated during an ELM can be higher than between ELMs.
Conclusions/future
Heat transport at the boundary of divertor tokamaks remain a critical issue. While we have addressed in this paper several of the outstanding questions, there remain large uncertainties and gaps in our understanding. For example, under conditions of high divertor radiation we must infer the power e-folding width λ P from upstream temperature or pressure measurements. Use of measured λ T values requires an assumption regarding the parallel transport of heat, while use of λ pr requires even further assumptions with respect to the simple modelling. One way of proceeding is to use computer codes to assist in the interpretation of the experimental results.
While the present measurements are consistent with parallel electron heat conduction according to Spitzer-Härm conductivity [4] in the first power width, there are still questions regarding the roles of convection and kinetic effects in the parallel heat transport. For example, further out in the SOL there are good reasons to expect that cross-field and parallel convection of power may play a role [5] . In addition, since kinetic effects seem to be able to perturb the electron distribution function in the divertor, making it difficult to derive the local T e with Langmuir probes [30] , the question naturally arises of whether there are conditions under which the heat transport itself is affected by kinetic effects.
While we have characterized the power widths λ P observed in ASDEX Upgrade, we have not proceeded to derive cross-field transport coefficients, i.e. χ ⊥ values. This is primarily due to uncertainty regarding the process determining the cross-field transport, i.e. conduction, convection or something else. We presently have evidence suggesting that the cross-field transport in the boundary is related to the global behaviour of the discharge and not necessarily to the local properties, or is perhaps strongly nonlinear with local properties [25] . We thus refrain at this point from deriving χ ⊥ values based on the widths presented here.
Considerable work remains to be done regarding heat (and particle) transport during and between ELMs. The nature of the stochastic region is important since this determines the source of power in the SOL during the ELM event itself. The subsequent evolution of the SOL probably consists of a quick exhaust of the thermal energy by parallel electron heat conduction, following by a redistribution of plasma and neutral particles. The latter is an inherently two-dimensional process, requiring the use of codes to unravel the important physics.
